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l)IiJENSIONS 02? TWIN SEAPLANE FLOATS*
By L. Meyer
The designing of a seaplane float is a difficult task
which is often successfully accomplished only after repeat-
ed trials. It is.seldom that the floats used in the first
tests are retained without important modifications. Recent-
ly six pairs of floats were tried successively on the same
Seaylane before arriving at the final form. Without admit-
t~Ii~ a prodigious lack of skill on the part of the engineers
or a pusillanimous spirit of criticism on the part of the
pilots, we must recognize the lack of precise data for mak-
ing the desig~is. Ne,;ertheless, during recent years, excel-
lent floats have been made and have received a sort of con-
secra+,ion from the Test Committee of Saint Raphael. The
designers naturally seek for inspiration in their new re-
searches, but tkey encounter one difficulty. Tliey do not
know the laws governing the variation in the dimensions in-
volved, such as tile length and wid.til;or rat’her there is no
general agreement, which amounts to the same thing. The ob-
ject of the present article is to discover tilese laws by
disregarding ti~eorctical considerations and ta’king as their
basis the reports of the test committee.
In the design of a float there are two kinds of ele-
ments: first, the principal dimensions of the volume,
leuflth, width, and height of the maximum section; and sec-
ond, the shape of the bottom from stem to stern, the shape
of the deck, the location of the step, thfi’’”inclination of
the keel in front of and in back of the step, etc. Neither
of these two categories is less important than the other,
but we shall here occupy ourselves chiefly with the ele-
me-nts of the first cate,~ory, those of tne second category
being considered only from the viewpoint of their reper-
cussion on t“he former. We propose:
1. To establish a condition of the floats presented
to the Test Committee of Saint Raphael in recent years;
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2. To seek~. for all the floats found goad, “the laws
which best express the variation of the principal dimen-
sions in terms of the tonnage (length and volume of float;
width, height a“nd.area of maximum section)”;
3. TO verify the mutual agreement of the five laws
thus found;
A-. ‘To apply “these laws to each float tested, good or
“bad.,in such manner as to determine wheth’er the principal
dimensions with respect to these laws accord with the ob-
ser~~a,ti~ns made by the’ “test committee;
%u.. To determine the range of the formulas found.
Characteristics of the Floats Presented.
to the Test Committee
These are sliown in table I. Each seaplane is desig-
nated by a capital letter, while t’he floats are ‘distin-
guished by small letters. Each seaplane is characterized
briefly ‘oy the following data:
F’, weight in metric tons, this being the gross weight
at which the tests were made;
W, horse~ower, the figure given being that of the
po~er equivalent;
S, wing area, in square meters;
v
;- x 1,000, wing loading in kg/mz;
;X 1,090, power loading in kg /hp ;
For each float we give:
L, length in meters;
s, maximum section in square meters;
Zs. “ width ‘1meters;
.
h , II height II II ;
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V, volume in cubic meters;
,-
U, a-rigl”echaracterizing the damping at the step. It
is the angle with the.horizontal madd by the
,.
., straight line joining the central keel to the
chine.
In the exceptional case where s, Z, and h are
not the maximums at the step, the figure used is the mean
between the maximum and the figure at the step.
The floats are those presented from 1926 to 1933. WC
have omitted some, either because we could not obtain
their exact characteristics or because they differed from
the floats enumerated here only by characteristj.cs other
than those which form the subjects of the present investi-
gation (longitudinal setting, location of step, rise of
the after keel, etc.), or, lastly, because they constitut-
ed only an intermediate stage of no interest in itself.
Excepting these intentional omissions, table I includes
all the twin floats on which the Saint Raphael committee
passed judgment during this period.
Relations between the Principal Dimensions
and the Tonnage
We seek, for each of the principal dimensions, the
function which best expresses ‘its variation in terms of
the tonnage of the seaplane. More exactly, commencing,
for example, with the over-all length L, we seek the
values of K and n such that
P = KLn (1)
best expresses the correlative variation of the length
L of the float and of the tonnage P of the seaplane. We
first eliminate those floats from the’ table, the length of
which has afforded ground for criticism, or for any reason,
has not been retained, namely the floats C, Ea, Ia, IIe,
La, Ma, Oa, Sa=
Each of the other floats yields, on replacing P and
L by their respective values in formula 1, a relationship
between n and K. @n passing to the’ logarithms, this
relationship assumes a linear form
.,
.
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. . log ~ = log’ K+n lo&L (2)
which yields a straight lifie in a syste:n of”’axes having
the coordinates n and log K. Each float thus yields
a straight line. If these lines were concurrent, the co-
ordinates of their point of concurr~nce tiould yield values
of K and n which would make it possible to express ‘ex-
actly by formula 1 the correlative variation of L and F.
In fact, the l?.nes are not concurrent, but are clearly
co.ilye,rgext, with two exceptions (’corresponding to the
floats X’ and Y). Disregarding these two lines, we adopt,
a,s,the values of.log K and of xi, ‘the coordinates of the
Foin.t about which the bundle “of lines gather (fig. 1):
log K = -1..91
n = 2.7
I!etween L and P we thus have the relation
P =. !3..0123LZ”7
or L = 5.1 PC.37 (3)
formulas in which P ‘,is expressed in metric tons aiid L
in meters.
Let U.S ap~ly this method successively to the maximum
sections s, the length i, the height h, and the vol-
um e ~T l I’or the maximum section we first eliminate the
floats La, Ma, and Oa. With the other floats we obtain
figure 2. Disregarding three lines corresponding to the
floats B, K, and N, we find
log K = 0.’74
n = 1.2
y~lic~:yield the relation ‘Uetwesn s and P
P=5.5’S1*=
or S = g.24 ?3”83
(4)
In these formulas P is expressed in metric tons and s
in square meters.
For the width we first eliminate the floats La, Ma,
and Oa. ,Withthe other floats we obtain figure 3. Dis-
regarding two lines corresponding to the floats C“ and ~T,
we find
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log K = C.42
n = 2
. which yield, between i and P, the relatio~
:.
In these formulas P is expressed in metric tons and t
in meters.
For the height, we eliminate the floats La, Ma ,
and Oa, as beforo, and obtain figure 4 with’ the others.
Disregarding a straight line Corresponding to the float
Ob , we find, as the coordiiiates of the ceilter of the. bun-
dle,
log K= 0.9
n= 3
which yield, between h and P, the relation
P=8h3
or k == 0.5 F0”33 (6)
P being expressed. in metric tons and h in meters.
Lastly, for the volume, we eliminate the floats Ea,
Ka, La, Ma, Oa, aild Sa, and obtain figure 5 with the
others. Disregarding four lines corresponding t.othe
floats B, N, Y, and Kb, we find, as coordinates of
the center of the bundle,
log K = 0.07
n = 0.83
which yield, between V and P, the relation
P = 1,18 v~*83
or v = 0.92 P1”2 (?)
P being expressed in metric tons and V in cubic meters.
,’
Mntual accord of the nrecedirig relations.- We have tihus
. .————-—-——————-—..——- ....————- —. —— —--.-—-
found five relations:
L
=.C!.3’/
== 5.1
s
LO*E3
= Q“*24 1’
l------- - -- —
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II= 0.62 PC” 9”””
h=G. 5 ?c”~~
V = 0C82 Fl*~
.“.’
On combining them we immediately obtain
v———= constant = ~-#~Q&~ = 0.67
Ls . .
v
= constant = 0.82..-,--.—- ——————-————.—- . = 0.52
L lh 5.1 x 0.62 x 0.5
s = constant = 0.24.—- ———-—---
:h 0.6 x 005
On the other hand, we calculated. for
of the expressions
,.,
=0.77 “ “
each float the values
‘v v (See first three columns..-_) ___ ~- ~ ___
Ls2th 1‘h
of takle II.)
Ye thus find that:
v/Ls ‘is comprised between 0.64 and 0.72 (excluding
float F)I; mean value, 0.68.
V/Llh is comprised between 0.46 and 0.58 (excluding
floats. F, N, and Oh); mean value, 0.52.
s/lb is comprised between 0.67 and 0.82 (excluding floats’
N, Oh, and Oc) ; mean value, 0.75.
There is accord therefore between the five relations found,
both for the exponents of P and for the coefficients.
The formulas verify one another.
Comparison of Test Results with Laws Found
‘Ne discovered the abov~ laws by finding the coordi-
nates of the point of approximate convergence of a l.mndle
of straight lines. These la~’s are only approximate. It
is now well to determine in what degree each of the quan-
tities investigated can differ from the corresponding mean
law, while being represented by one of the convergent
lines. Frantically, for each q,uantity, we will consider
the exponent of P “ constant and’ we w’ill endeavor to dis-
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cover the limits of the re.ties
.— ., ,,
,-
for all the floats represented in the corresponding bundle.
The values of these ratios are given in table II, and
it is immediately obvious that:
for L, the ratio varies between 4.930 and 5.250;
H s, “ II II II 0.218 II 0.262;
!! t, “ “ II 11 0.586 “ 0.662;
II h, It II II II 0.452 ‘1 0.558;
II v, ‘1 II II II 0.770 11 0.902.
We liave thus established, for each quantity, the zone of
the normal values on ‘both sides of the mean 10WO Vie will
now be able to show, for each float in the table, the po-
sition of its coefficients with respect to normal limits
and the observations made during the tests, in suck man-
ner as to determine whether there is a correlation between
the passing of these limits and the experimental phenomena.
Unless otherwise indicated, all the floats underwent
complete tests on both calm and. rough mater and by differ-
ent pilots.
Ws will at first disregard the floats,
A, D, Eb, H, Ib, OC, P, R, Sb, T, V, X, Z
l-hose coefficients are within normal limite and which are
recognized as well adaFted, and review the floats which
present peculiarities.
~loatj ~..- Criticisms by the committee: inadequate
damping; yoorly distributed volume (insufficient volume
forward); insufficient rise of the after part of the keel. ,
Value of the coefficients: length, width, and height
within the limits; excessive volume and maximum section.
It is obvious that by raising the keelsons in the
medium part, while lowering the central keel forward, one
would remedy the defects mentioned while restoring the
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volume and maximum section to within the limits. These
improvements were not attempted,
doned.
and the design was aban.
Float C.- Criticisms by’the committee: “too long;
—- -—-——
ratio of length to width exceptionally great; volume ex-
cessive; tendency to stall in taking off;
.Value of the coefficients: length” above the limits;
width below the limits; volume at the upper limit; other
coefficients within the limits.
Remedying these defects, which was not attempted,
would normally have involved a reduction in the length and
a retrogression of the stop, which would have brought all
the coefficients, except that of width, within the’limits.
Float Ea.- This is the same float as D, but. the
-.—.— ..
weight of the seaplane was increased.
Criticisms by the committee: inadequate volume and
length (stern submerged too ml~ch).
value of the coefficients: volume and length below
the limits; the other quantities within the limits.
Float 3’.- The tests were prematurely aba~idoned due to
——_—— __
defects of the seaplane. Till then the dimensions of the
float were considered good. All the coefficierits are with-
in the limits, excepting that of length whit-h is excessive .
Thef loat has a very peculiar shape, as shown by the
exceptional values of the ratios
,. v and _–~__.
G Llh
Float Ia - This is derived from the float B.
-— ..————.-s The
designer effected a transformation by similitude ‘Gy taking
,
and by starting with a weight of 6,800 kg for” the seaplane
with the floats R.
The float thus obta~ned is less satisfactory than the
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float R. with 6,800 kg. The longitudinal setting became
“more difficult and the float had to be advanced in order
to improve the take-off. Thus advanced, the float is ac-
ceptable, excepting that the shape of the stern impedes
the take-off. This was remedied by changing the design
of the stern which entailed a len~thening of the float.
The float Ib thus o%tained was satisfactory.
Value o,f the coefficients: Ia was at the lower lim-
it for the length and vithin the limits for the other di-
mensions. Ib is within the limits for all the dimensions.
~lo~ts Ka and Kb.- ~lo~t Ka was bad; it lacked in
-—.-—..-..——..-.-—--——-
both volume and length. The designer lengthened it by 0.95
m, increasi.r-s the volume at the same time. This was a de-
cided irnproverlent, but the float Kb thus obtained is still
only mediocre.
~Jalue of the coefficients: for Ka, the volume, maxi-
mum section ~,nd lengt-h are below the Iim.itc; for Kb, the
length is within the limits, but the maximum section and
the volume are still b~low,
~loa.t La.- This was derived from the float Kb. Al-=—...———-.-—
though the seaplane weighs less, the designer tried to im-
prove the float ‘Dy making it stj.11 longer.
Criticisl,?s by the tom:.littee: float too slender; de-
spite its length, its volume is inadequate in front; quite
severe shocks .
Value of the coefficie~t5: length beyond the limits;
maximum section below; the others within.
.4:~terseveral intermediate stages, a new float Lb was
obtained..
Float Lh.- Differs from the preceding by a reduction
—-----..———-
in length, an increase in width and height and. in the damp-
ing. The result is considered satisfactory, though the
S}1OCICSare still rather severe. The load of the seaplane
~a~ sligh,tly increased.
The coefficients are all within the limits.
I’loa.tsMa and l,iQ.-The float Ma was bad.
———--—.—--__G-.—-.— The water
splashes were so grsat that the tests had to be discontinue.
I
—,
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This result being attributed to an inadsquancy of volume,
thede,eigner increased all the dimensions in the same pro-
portion. The tests with the..new float Mb were interrupted
prematurely by an accident in landing on rough water’.
Value of the coefficients: for Ma, all”were below
the limits save the coefficient of width; for Mb, all the
coefficients are within the limits.
Float l?.- Considered very good.
————— .-
The coefficients of width, of the maximum section and.
of volur,e are.above the limits; the length and height are
within the limits.
. . .
~he. seaplane was a very old one. The small wing load-
ing explains why the flat bottom and great width did not
cause trouble. The excess of the maximum section and of
volume were due to the peculiar, almost rectangular shape
of the section (s/Zh = 0.946), m-hich has now been abandoned.
Float Os..- Tkis is the same as the float 1?, %ut.the
———————-.
seaplane is more powerful and heavy.
Criticisms by the committee: shocks too heavy; lon-
gitudinal oscillations; the seaplane does not rise with
the waves; the bow is submerged too much in normal flota=
tion.
Value of the coefficients: the coefficients of length
and height are below the lower limits; the other coeffi-
cients are normal; the increase in wing loading explains
why the flat bottom does not give better satisfaction.
A new float Ob was designed.
Float Ob.- Observations by the committee: good pro-
———.———
portions, but excessive shocks.
value of the coefficients: the coefficients are with-
in the limits, except the coefficient of hei.sht.
The damping was increased by lowering the central
keel, the shocks were remedied and the coafficiont of
height was brought within the limits. The float Oc, which
has been found satisfactory, was thns o’btained. The c~rry-
ing capacity of the seaplane was al&o increased.
..—
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l
Float Sa.- Criticisms of the committee: does not
-——-— —---
rise with the waves (insufficient volume forward).
.
a- ‘V-a-lu’eof th~ co’e-fficients: the coefficients vrere
within the limits, excepting the coefficients of length
and volume which w ore below the lower 1~.mit.
The float was lengthened in order to remedy these
defects. Thus S“b was obta,ined, all of whose coefficients
are within the normal limits and which is considered. very
satisfactory.
I?loat lt.- This has under~one only brief tests in still
—-————.
mater . It seems to be well designed. Its coefficients of
length and volume are below the limit.
It is the only case we have met where the inadequacy
of these coefficients is not accompanied by criticisms on
the part of the committee. This fact is explained by the
briefness of the tests and especially by the abseuce of
tests on rough water.
This detailed examination shows that experimental
phenomena attributable to the dimensions of the floats al-
ways have, as a counterpart, a value of the coefficient
outside the limits found. This is a very reri,a.rka.;:,leco-
incidence.
On the other hand., we find t“nat tlie fact fO~ ‘certain
coefficients outside the limitin:g 17zIl11es does not neces-
anrily involve any expi~rimeiltal defect. We will return
to this point, w~ich merits furtner investit:ation.
In accord with the various observations made on the
floats investigated, we can now define as follows the nor-
mal limits of the different dimensions:
L = 4.95 to 5.25 P0”37 or 5.2 P0”s7 + 3 percerit
s = ().22 II 0.26 ?0”83 “ 0.24 P0”[~3 + 8 II
2 = 0.58 II 0.6~ p~.~ !! o.b2 PO”5 +6.5 “
h = 0.45 ‘l ~,55 pc.33 II 0.5 FO*S3 ..I.lC) II
v = ().75 11 ~a88 pl.z II oe~z pl.2 “..,7,5 II
in which formulas, me have:
,,
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~.ex~~cssed in metric tons;
L, t, h, expressed in meters;
s sxpressed in square meters;
v II “ cubic meters.
Discussion of the Formulas
These formulas show an evolution of the floats in
tcr:cs of the tonnage. As the weight increases, the mean
section i.smore flattened. This is quite remarkable, be-
cause it is at variance with statements often made by
British and American writers (reference 1). According to
tliem,,each dimension of the float varies almost as the
cube root of the weight, and some go so far as to say that,
by starting with a satisfactory float and applying this
simple law, one can derive floats for seaplanes of differ-
ent tonnage. Thw take care to add., however, that this is
only a first approximation wh-ich should be first verified
by a tank test. Nevertheless, we have never seen ,
any account of successful floats derived from others by
this process and for substantially different tonnages.
Pending proof to the cont~ary. we shall not consider this
simplification as technically correct.
There is probo.bly an element of truth, ho~ever, in
the tendency thus affirmed. Insofar as the foreign floats
are known to us, it seems in fact that their midth tends
to increase lGSS rapidly than the width of our floats,
though their length and hei~ht are of the same order. Con-
sequently their volume is less for large tonnages and the
ll~eformatiOll” of the mean section is less” pronounced . This
is doubtless the explanation of the above-mentioned propo-
sition. The step is placed farther forward on these floats
than on ours., which compensates for their smaller width.
The process of taking off must be a little ‘different.
We cannot say as to which of these :WO methods is the
better, because the necessary data can be supplied only by -
tests conducted according to a strict meth,od of comparison.
We have not yet tested narrow floats at Saint Raphael. Our
table contains only one float (C) with this tendency, but
its unusual length ~affects the conditions and makes it im-
possible to draw definite Conclusions.
.
. .. .—
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We dwell on this point, because it makes it necessary
for us to define the range of .our for~mles. These formu-
,>. Ias are to “be ‘co%side~ed; a’s “r&presenting the tests execut-
ed at Saint Raphael in recent years . They furnish a sim-
ple expression for the dimensions of satisfactory floats,
and they also take account of t-he recorded failures. They
can therefore probably be utilized for designing new
floats. !l?heydonot, however, represent systematically
conducted tests in which on~; would be forced to determine
for each case the best float by a variation of the differ-
ent elements. In fact the object sought each time was to
o%tain a float permitting the utilization of the seaplane.
After this object had been attained, no new tests were
made, if there were other acceptable solutions. It is not
surprising therefore that certain solutions, such as we
have indicated, can exist outside of our formulas.
On one point, however, the Saint Raphaal tests showed
quite a definte limit, beyond which it seems imprudent to
venture, namely the lower limit of length. We are aware
of the fact that it may ~eem a little summary thus to con-
sider a single dimension by itself, independently of the
other elements of the form of t-he float. Nevertheless we’
have encountered successively six floats which, having o-
riginally a coefficient of length below the limit, had to
be lengthened or replaced by loriger floats and in each
case, after regaining the limit, the defect was no longer
conspicuous . On the other hand a single float (Y) ~lavjng
a coefficient of length below t“nis limit was not criticised,
but it must be remembered that it had not been really test-
ed.
The length was intentionally made the object of a more
accurate determination than the other dimensions. There
are “two reasons for this. The first is th~.t inadequacy of
length is manifested by disagreeable phenomena vhich are
easily observed. The seaplane does not rise properly “on
the waves; it plunges and projects much spra’y, and pitches
violently, particularly just after landing. $’he second
reason is that the remedy is comparatively simple, it be-
ing much easier to increase the length. of a float, rather
than its width or height.
As regards the. length, the narromiess of the zone be-
tween the two limits sho-ald ‘ce noted. The upper limit is
not, however, of t’he same clha.ratter as the lower limit.
Excess length does not eat:lil such serious consequences as
.
1.
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insufficient length. Tjp to a certain moint and when the
wing loading is’ small (“the case of the-float F and of
every seaplane taking off with a light load), an excess
of length would not seem “to have any disadvantages on the
water. It is simply to be ,Fej’ected as useless; it being
possible to utilize the weight, better for other purposes.
In fact designers ten:d to exceed the lower limit as lit-
tle as possible.
...
Morecsver, “ex”c,e”ssivelength has its dangers, beyond a
certain limit”, One is exposed, for example, to excessive
pitching in tak’ing off, causing a premature take-off with
,s,talling (case of float C); or the shocks in front have
greater repercus,sio.ns (float La); or the shflpeof’ the
front ends disturbs the maneuvers. Fu’rther”no’re,if “the
other dimensions are not according to scale, the ‘stress”es
in the float will be ,greater, and, since the designer will
be tempted “td lighten’:the structure in order “to keep with-
in the normal weight limits, the float will be weakened.
In fact the floats C, F, and La exhibit such weakness.
It should not be s,urp”rising that our formulas deter-
mine the height only within rather broad limits, because
this is affected by the diversity of shapes of the mean
sections (damping of the bottom and a more or less round-
ing of the top). As to the width, we have already ex-
plained how the lower limit is to be determined. The
floats tested do not make it possible to determine with
certainty the disadvantages entailed by exceeding the up-
per limit. However, all the floats whose coefficients of
width approach or exceed this limit, belong to seaplanes
of small wing loading (floats A, H, N, Ob, Oc), except the
float Mb whose tests were prematurely interrupted by the
failure of the landing gear in taking off from rough water,
and the float Lb which was subject to excessive shocxs. ‘We
are therefore led to conclude that great widths are com-
patible only with small values of P/S (i.e., with low
take-off and landing speeds), while, of course, being ca-
pable of correction to some extent by the damping,of the
forms.
There is another question presented by our formi~las.
It is quite rerlarkable that the dimensions of floats can
be kept within w~ch narrow limits ~titl.~outintroducing Amto
the formulas any var~ahle .othcr than the weight. An exam-
ination of table I shows., however, that it deals with sea-
planes of quite varied characteristics. The power loadings.
range from 4 to 8 kg/hp; the wing loadings, from 30 to
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86 kg/m2; and the outlines and general dispositions are
no less varied.. In our omtn:on this is not a sufficient
.
re.a.s.onfor concluding tha”t P/S and F/l? have no iiifluence.
On the contrary, we have just called attention to the ef-
fect of the wing loading on the upper limits of the length
and width. As we have said, our formulas represent only
the Iloptimumll floats, and it is probable that formulas de-
fining the optimum float for each ’case WOUIC? be a little
nore complex.
In order to obtain an idea of the influence exerted
by the variations of P/S and P/W, it:i:s quite natural
to consider the extreme conditions represented by the
fioats or racing seaplanes. We have not mexitioned them
th”us far, beta-~se, on the one hand, we ‘were limiting our-
selves volr.ntariiy to the floats investigated. by the. Saint
Raphael Committee and because, on the other hand, very lit-
tle is required of racing seaplanes as regards seagoing
quaiitics. Nevert-hcless it may be of iiltr;~~stto see what
hccoyes of our cocfficie-nts in this particular case. Ta-
ble 111 contai~s some figures regardi~l~ the three Superma- ‘
rine seaplanes which won the Schneider Cu:p in 1927, i929,
and 1931. Some i~teresting conclusio~.s can be drawn from
these figures. The width closely follows t~-e la~: of the
cube root, with. c1correction tending to reduce the length
slightly in pro:~ortion to the ~)rogression of the wing
].oa.ding. The ;neifl-htis very great, wb.ich is easily ex-
plained by the zreatness of tile dampiilg and by the aerody-
namically mell-desi~ned top. The length is remarkably
small on the S 6, but it mv.st not be forgotten that for
these seaplanes the requirements regarding the spray, rid~
ifig the waves, and pitching are not nearly so severe as for
the seaplanes investigated, and that the inpressior. of wit-
ilesses of the three flights was that the S 6 had marine
qualities. appreciably inferior to its predecessor and SUC-
cessor. Lastly, it is interesting to note that the very
high power in proportion to the weight and to the wing area
does not require any great aspect. ratio of the float tO
correct the diving moment in taking off.
~e can now specify the uses which may be made of th’e
formulas given a~a tile valves to he assigiied to the limits
indicated by them.
1 It is certainly possible, by foliowing these for-
mulasj”to design satisfactory floats for seaplanes of nor-
mal wing loading, :i.e., between 35 and 85 kg/’m2.
I
.-
,,.,
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2. The lower limit of L must be strictly observed
for a float which is to possess good seaworthiness. The
u~per ,limit is imperative only for seaplanes with a heavy
wing loading (say “above 70 kg/m2 ), but there would never
appear to be any advantage in exceeding it.
3. The lower limit indicated for I is simply
characteristic of the floats tested at Saint Raphael and
actually in service. Nothing obliges us to regard it as
imperative. Probably the true lower limit is expressed
ty a function of P with a smaller exponent. The upper
limit is imperative for heavily loaded seaplanes and even
for these it should doubtless b,e lowered. For seaplanes
with a wing loading of less than 50 kg/u~, it may simply
be said that there is no advantage in exceeding it. It
appears that, for seaplanes whose wing loading would in-
crease from 35 to 85 kg/m~, the width of the float might
be sir,ultaneously reduced from the upper to the lower lim-
it.*
a
4* The lower limit of h can be considered impera-
tive, and there would appear to be no advantage in exceeii-
ing the upper limit. Between these two limits, the more
rapidly the height of the section diminishes on both sides
of the axis of symmetry, the more advantageous it is to
apFroach the uppei- limit.
5. If the limits are o%served for L, 1, and Ii, and
if the detail drawing is well done, one should arrive at
the ValUC?S Of S and V.cor(prised within the limits given
for these elements, because the values of the ratios V/Ls.
V/lth, and s/lb should not differ much from the nean
figures that have been indicated. There is no advantage
in exceeding the upper limits, and, on the other hand, for
floats of the narrowest type, the lower limit of s and of
V should be expressed by a function of P with a smaller
exponent.
——..—..————————.---—..—————-.-———-——————.-—————-——————— --.———__ -
*It is well to note that, strictly speaking, the charac-
teristic involved is not P/s, but the take-off speed,
and. that it is necessary, rather, to consider the ratio
P/cz s, in which C represented the coefficient of max-
imum lift of the ai~foil. Thus the seaplane I’, the pro-
file Cz of which increases to 1.4, is not really more
heavily loaded than the seaplane N whose profile Cz
does not exceed unity.
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m x 3.28083
m2 x 10.7639
ms x 35.3145
= ft.
= Eiq.ft.
= ~ft.
t x =4.62 = lb.
kg/m~x .204818= lb./eq.ft.
ldhP X 2.17442= lb./kp
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